
Igb tamper evident folding box 
 

The easiest, safest and less expensive solution in compliance with what requires Dir. 
62/2011/EU, FDA and TGA 

 
TAMPER EVIDENT: WHAT IT IS 

 
 US FDA definition: “Packaging having an indicator or barrier to entry which, if breached or 

missing, can reasonably be expected to provide visible or audible evidence to consumers that 

tampering has occurred.” 

 Dir. 2011/62/EU  requires that “…outer packaging...” provides “safety features enabling 

wholesale distributors and persons authorized or entitled to supply medicinal products to the public 

to verify the authenticity of the medicinal product and identify individual packs, as well as a 

device allowing verification of whether the outer packaging has been tampered with.” 

IGB TAMPER EVIDENT FOLDING BOX*: HOW IT LOOKS AND HOW IT WORKS 
 

The Igb tamper evident folding box looks like a normal case but it is provided with a mechanism 
that allows having an immediate confirmation of opening or tampering. When it first opened, 
indeed, a seal comes off, revealing a colour and shape change of the original package. 
 

WHY THE SOLUTION OF IGB IS THE BEST CHOICE 

The first relevant advantage of using Igb solution is that packaging machineries can close Igb’s 
tamper evident folding box without substantial changes to their mechanism, without using glue or 
the aid of labels but above all without slowing down the production line.  
In other words, the main advantage of the solution is its ease of use that allows pharmaceutical 
companies to package this case with no changes in their industrial processes. 
All this turns into great savings for what it concerns both investment in machineries and the cost as 
of tools as of packaging materials.  
 
 
Another advantage is that Igb system, inasmuch integrated in the folding box, does not need 
authentication and identification. Indeed, once the case is authenticated and identified in 
accordance with Directive 62/2011/EU, the mechanism of tamper evidence becomes itself 
authenticated and identified.  
On the contrary, since Dir. 62/11/EU talks about “outer packaging”,  any outer packaging element 
of anti-tampering added to the carton (i.e. label and film) must be authenticated and identified, as 
well as being able to point out the tampering. 
Any element added to the outer packaging indeed (i.e. label and film) that is not authenticated, 
identified and provided with a tamper evident system cannot guarantee the required technical 
safety; it can be indeed counterfeited and the end user or the supplier cannot as a matter of fact 
verify it.  
For this reason, as any element of the packaging, labels and film must be authenticated and 
identified. Besides, they must be provided with a device able to point out tampering. It is clear, 
therefore, as the use of additional elements of outer packaging entails an explosion of all the costs 
of anti-counterfeiting. 
 
Moreover, FDA (Federal Drug Administration) and TGA (Therapeutic Goods Administration) are on 
the same page, as is clear from the extracts given below:  
 
FDA:  “...adhesives which do not permit the removal and reapplication of tape seals. In addition, 



tape seals may contain a feature that makes it readily apparent if the seals have been removed 
and reapplied. Tape seals must employ an identifying characteristic that cannot be readily 
duplicated.” 
TGA: “…Paper or foil with a distinctive design..” and “Tape seals are acceptable only if they 
contain a unique feature that makes it apparent if the seals have been removed and reapplied, 
e.g., a permanent adhesive.”  
 
One more quality of Igb system is that it does not employ glue and this is very important in terms 
of security; indeed, the glue dots, according to FDA and TGA ARE NOT an acceptable tamper 
evident solution, as highlighted by the following extracts: 
 

FDA: « […] Paperboard cartons sealed by gluing the end flaps are not capable of 
meeting the TRP requirements. […]» 
TGA:  « […] Sealed paperboard cartons as currently available in the marketplace (e.g., 
cartons sealed by gluing the end flaps together) are unacceptable. […]» 
 
 
Not to overlook the peculiar shape of this solution, which allows also blind people to easily identify 
if the package has been tampered with.  
 
Finally, the case is made with a single, recyclable material that can be branded FSC or PEFC, so it 
can be considered to all effects an environmentally friendly package.  
 

 
SUMMARY OF THE ADVANTAGES: 
 

 In compliance with dir. 2011/62/EU, FDA and TGA requirements 

 Synergy with other anti – counterfeiting systems 
 
Savings:  

 No modification and/or expansion of the machineries 

 No slowing down in production line  

 No modifications or complications in procedures and processes 

 No additional materials required (glue, labels or film) 

 No duplication of costs of authentication and identification 
Safety: 

 Inviolable  

 Breakage of the TE seal irreversibile  

 The end user can close the package like any other one 
Social attention: 

 Environmental Friendly 

 Blind Friendly 

 
*For more information about the patent proceedings please register at www.igbressan.it  
 

 
  
 

  
  

 

 
 

http://www.igbressan.it/


 
 
 
 

 

  

 


